A Blue-Chip Opportunity
in the Heart of the Garden Route
www.lejardingeorge.co.za

WELCOME TO THE START OF
OUR GARDEN ROUTE JOURNEY!
There is nothing quite like the excitement of developing for the first
time in a new city. Whether it’s in Lisbon or here, in the capital of
the Garden Route, it starts with the tingle of opportunity. And ends,
after months of hard work, research and planning, with the delivery of
a product perfectly designed to meet the needs of its future residents.
Here in George, where I’ve been fortunate enough to have been a property owner
myself for many years, the fact of the matter is that there is an urgent need for quality
accommodation close to the centre of town.
To help satisfy that demand, we have identified a gem of a site, tucked away in a quiet
cul-de-sac just a stroll from York Street. Working with one of our talented architectural
partners, we have designed a building that will not only fulfil the lifestyle expectations
of those keen to enjoy Garden Route living to the maximum, but will also satisfy the
aspirations of our investors.
And so we take the first step in our journey to bring the quality, the value and the design
flair that is synonymous with the Signatura brand to the beautiful city of George!

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

LUXURY GARDEN ROUTE LIVING AT ITS BEST
One and Two-Bed Apartments from R1,25m to R1,9m • No Transfer Duty
Le Jardin is a contemporary residential development comprising 40 sectional title
apartments in three storeys, set above secure ground-level parking.
Unlike any other development in the area, the building is designed to cater for
today’s lifestyle demands, featuring:
• An expansive entertainment deck with lap pool
• All apartments have at least one secure parking bay; most have two
• Lift access from the parking level to the residential floors
• All apartments have terraces and most have built-in braais
• Integrated, fibre-powered Bunny Digital WiFi units in all apartments
• Smartphone-operated access-control security system
• Open-plan kitchens fitted with SMEG appliances
• Extensive landscaping to create a uniquely green facade
• Solar panels for discounted electrical supply
The unique U-shaped layout of the building creates space for the centrepiece of
the design – the attractive entertainment deck and swimming pool on the second
floor – while maximising the absolutely stunning mountains and river views from the
private terraces of the apartments.
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Le Jardin is ideally situated in a tranquil but very central area. The site
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packed with specialists’ consulting rooms, surgeries and dedicated clinics
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The location opens up so many of the greatest gifts of living in George,
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most notably golf – being a few minutes from the gorgeous George
municipal golf course – and mountain-biking, with easy access to the
rewarding trails of the Outeniqua Nature Reserve. It’s also within easy
reach of the Garden Route Botanical Gardens, and the Outeniqua Park
Rugby Stadium, and is surrounded by a plethora of fine restaurants,
coffee shops and takeaways.
Lying within a few minutes’ drive of the George Airport and easily
reached from the N2, the location also offers convenient access to the
coast, with popular beaches like Victoria Bay, Herold Bay and Wilderness
just 20 minutes’ drive to the south.

INVEST WITH THE CAPE’S
LEADING LUXURY DEVELOPERS
Le Jardin is being developed by Signatura, John Rabie’s private label development brand.
John is a legend in the property development history of South Africa, having founded
the Rabie Property Group in the late 70’s together with his partner Leon Cohen. Over
the course of the next three decades John grew the company into the Western Cape’s
leading developer not only of hundreds of successful residential projects but of several
mixed-use mega-estates, such as Westlake Estate, Royal Ascot, Burgundy Estate and the
company’s crown jewel, Century City: an award-winning 250-hectare New Urban precinct
10 minutes north of Cape Town’s CBD.
In 2012, John launched Signatura, concentrating initially on luxury residential developments
in Cape Town’s City Bowl and Atlantic Seaboard, but soon diversifying into large-scale
mixed-use buildings that combine retail, hospitality and residential components. These
include The Onyx and WEX1, both of which have won several international awards. In the
last nine years, Signatura has led the residential revival of Cape Town’s City
Bowl and CBD through a series of landmark projects offering worldclass luxury, outstanding architecture and intelligent lifestyle
designs, achieving over R3 billion in sales.
To pursue his property development ventures
overseas, in 2019 John founded Neworld, a
European-domiciled company that has
successfully launched two major mixeduse projects in Lisbon, in collaboration
with Swiss-based RE Capital.

CONTEMPORARY URBAN DESIGN CELEBRATES
THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF THE GARDEN ROUTE
Le Jardin has been designed by BBB Architects, whose brief was to introduce a
modern blend of contemporary domestic architecture into an already established
residential area. They have used traditional industrial red brick and metal work
contrasted with modern, off-white plastered walls and strong contemporary
charcoal aluminium elements in realising the architecture.
The building volume is designed around a kraal-like shape, thus
protecting the inside areas, where there is a large amount of pedestrian
movement, and creating sheltered areas from the elements. The volume
is predominantly oriented northwards, taking advantage of the great
views of the mountain backdrop. The inner courtyard surrounds the sunny
rooftop terrace, which offers public shared spaces for the residents.
The interior design team has scrupulously refined their choice of internal finishes
to achieve a fresh, modern look, and optimal use of light and space.
Fittingly for a development named ‘Le Jardin’ – French for ‘The Garden’ – special
attention has been paid to the landscaping of the building. To create a harmonious
living environment within an urban setting, landscape architects Square One have
made extensive use of the local Outeniqua mountain flora palette. Each level of the
building connects out onto the central garden ‘room’, with added vertical greening and
cascading edge planting that pays homage to the local mountainous vegetation.
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Disclaimer: All computer-generated artist’s impressions of Le Jardin are indicative only and should not be regarded as literal representations of the finished development.
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